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Report to the Nebraska Water Policy Task Force Executive committee

on the

UGUST 62003 FUNDING PLANS SUBCOMMITTEE MEETING

meeting of the Funding Plans Subcommittee was held August 2003 at the

Central Platte NRD offices in Grand Island Those attending were Ron Bishop Jay
Rempe Dave Sands and Steve Gaul The subcommittee charge for the meeting was
to assemble and recommend funding package to address the full spectrum of issues

being addressed by the Water Policy Task Force This includes funding for

researchldata management and compensationJincentjves/alternatjve supplies

Broadly the subcommittees recommendation is to make groundwater

management activities exempt from the budget lid placed upon programs of
the NRDs/local governments Create Water Resources Trust Fund to provide
monies for both spectrum of interrelated water management activities and most of
the current Funds administered by the NDNR and Natural Resources Commission
and fund the Water Resources Trust Fund through .05 of 10 dedicated sales tax

increase This would currently raise about $11.1 million annually of which about
38% to 40% would be dedicated to interrelated water management activities and the

remainder dedicated to the funds and other groundwater management activities

Subcommittee members believed that the current lid on budget increases would affect
the

ability of natural resources districts to respond to the
responsibilities that many

are likely to incur as result of the draft
legislation the task force is considering In

its February 2003 meeting the subcommittee identified approximately $700000 in

annual need for NRD funds for research and data needs over 10 year period To
that will need to be added any NRD contribution to compensation incentives and
alternative supplies The subcommittee suggested that having about 20% of that total

come from NRD sources may be appropriate In addition some NRDs will need to
add staff to administer/manage interrelated water management efforts It is

recommended that the exemption from the lid be for all groundwater management
programs not just interrelated management programs

The recommended Water Resources Trust Fund would be administered by the
Natural Resources Commission with formal input and staff support from the Director
of Natural Resources The Fund would be responsible for the following with some
very rough annual funding amounts noted based upon current levels or projected
needs

Resources Development Fund $3.6 million
Soil and Water Conservation Fund $2.7 million
Small Watersheds Fund $24000
Interrelated Mangement Research/Data projected at approximately
$2 million



Interrelated Mgmt Tools in Overappropriated Basins compensation

incentives and alternative supplies projected at approximately $1.8

million

Other Groundwater Management Funding

TOTAL Above total accounts for $10 million out of the $11.1

million likely to be raised

Note that about $6.2 million of the above amount is currently funded through existing

appropriations and funds The Water Resources Trust Fund would only represent

change in funding source for that portion and not total increase in state funding by

$10 million Two NDNR Funds the Water Well Decommissioning Fund and the

Natural Resources Water Quality Fund are not part of this mix and would retain their

current funding sources

The .05 of dedicated sales tax would raise about $11.1 million per year and the

above amounts total about $10 million per year However these do not include funds

for local management costs or other groundwater management activities It is also

recommended that at least some portion of the overall funding distribution be

discretionary to the Natural Resources Commission

There was considerable subcommittee discussion of potential funding sources It was

decided that dedicated funding source would be preferable because of reliability and

that percentage of sales tax was probably relatively good option Other options

discussed included add-ons to water bills and direct appropriations

There was also discussion of whether funding should be for larger amount that

would build up fund that could utilize the interest on the fund and allow the tax to

sunset It was suggested that given current state financial circumstances that raising

considerably more funding than needed for the immediate future was probably

unacceptable However the subcommittee indicated that the fund should have the

ability to accumulate funds over longer term Grants and donations to the fund

could also be accepted

One subcommittee member who was unable to attend irote in after the meeting to

suggest that there should be more specific
direction onhow the funds will be used

and whether statewide study had first priority


